Thursday, April 11, 2024
5:00 – 8:00 PM

TOPGOLF

Casual attire is suggested (Wearing Pink is encouraged)

PLAY TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

When you support the Woman’s Victory Open, you provide programs and services to women in the community who are battling breast or gynecologic cancer. Join us for a fun evening of golf as we take a swing at cancer on Thursday, April 11 at Topgolf Baton Rouge.

Over 400,000 women will be diagnosed with breast or a gynecologic cancer this year.

Regularly scheduled mammograms and pap tests are key to early detection and prevention.

Woman’s Cancer Pavilion provides the highest level of breast and gynecologic cancer care throughout the region in partnership with OLOL Cancer Institute and Mary Bird Perkins Cancer Center.
Sponsorship Opportunities

PRESENTING SPONSOR
$10,000
- 2 premium bays including 12 player registrations
- Opportunity to speak and welcome attendees at event
- Recognition as Presenting Sponsor on event collateral including event signage, printed pieces, website, and social media
- Name on donor recognition wall at Woman’s Hospital
- Recognition in Foundation for Woman’s materials including Impact Newsletter

PRETTY IN PINK SPONSOR
$7,500
- 1 premium bay including 6 player registrations
- Opportunity for representative to judge the Pretty in Pink contest
- Recognition as Pretty in Pink Sponsor on event collateral including event signage, printed pieces, website, and social media
- Name on donor recognition wall at Woman’s Hospital
- Recognition in Foundation for Woman’s materials including Impact Newsletter

CHAMPION OF HOPE SPONSOR
$5,000
- 1 premium bay including 6 player registrations
- Recognition as Champion of Hope Sponsor on event collateral including event signage, printed pieces, website, and social media
- Name on donor recognition wall at Woman’s Hospital
- Recognition in Foundation for Woman’s materials including Impact Newsletter

AWARDS RECEPTION SPONSOR
$3,000
- 6 player registrations
- Recognition as Awards Reception Sponsor on event collateral including event signage, printed pieces, website, and social media
- Opportunity for representatives to pass out awards
- Name on donor recognition wall at Woman’s Hospital

TEAM SPONSOR
$2,000
- 6 player registrations
- Recognition as Team Sponsor on event collateral including event signage, printed pieces, website, and social media
- Name on donor recognition wall at Woman’s Hospital

FOUNDATION FOR WOMAN’S CORPORATE PARTNER
$5,000 or higher
Corporate Partners pledge a generous contribution of $5,000 or more for a minimum of three years.

Benefits for Corporate Partners include:
- Recognition as a Corporate Partner at all Foundation for Woman’s events including:
  - Woman’s Victory Open
  - BUST Breast Cancer
  - Woman’s Impact Luncheon
  - Woman’s Leadership Donor Recognition Event
- Name on donor recognition wall at Woman’s Hospital
- Recognition in Foundation for Woman’s materials including Impact Newsletter

All Corporate Partners will also receive recognition and all benefits at the Woman’s Victory Open Sponsorship level of their choosing.

Registered tournament players receive:
- Three (3) hours of Topgolf play
- Premium buffet
- Open bar

Spectator ticket – $75
- Premium player gift
- Free club rentals
- Open bar
- Premium buffet

All printed materials subject to deadlines.